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Location,
The location of the development that is in hand is on +he Illinois
river about two miles below Ottavm Illinois. This river has a few fair
sized tributaries consisting of the Pox river, Desplaines river and
several small streams that empty into and drain this territory. In all
the river system drains about 10,094 square miles. The surrounding country
is of a very l(-vel nature after leaving the river banks. The ground has
a very thin strfitam of fir\^. black soil about ten inches deep. Then comes
a fine grade of sandstone. The sand stone layer is of very good quality
and is on an average about thirty to forty feet deep. Under this is a
layer of bed rock. This layer is about twenty feet deep and under this
is a bed of hardpan.
the river bed is made up of gravel and sand stone. The gravel is
on an average about thr«e feet d-ep. Directly under this is a bed of sand-
stone. This is of the finest quartz type and of a white color. It is made
of pebbles with very sharp edges and of uniform size.
This location makes it possible to sell power withir t. -^.dius of
100 miles. The acessability to the railroads and the roadways is one of
the great advantages that the plant possesses. The plant gives the employes
the chance to live in a fair size town and the labor is easily obtained.
Considering the proposition as a whole it looks as if the plant would be
a money paying business and worth while to install.
The site of tfee dam is easy to get to,being just three miles
from Ottawa,which is a town of about 10,0'^0 people, and the railroad center
for two railroads and the McKinloy Traction system runs thru the town.
The Burlington and the ' l?ock Island railroads run within a half a mile of
the power house. This gives facilities for obtaining material at any time
and also means very little handling,because it can be transfered directly
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to the McKinley tracks and taken right into the plant.
The Illinois river is fed from Lake Michigan and from the annual
rain fall, on the surrounding country. The other small straens that flow--
into the river are about equally balanced on each side. The Desplaines
river feeds out of the lake and the Pox river has its source up in the
central part of Wisconsin. Below Lockport the Desplaines river is called
the Illinois,
The available fall that can be >iad at Ottawa is 33 feet. The river
at present is made up of three falls. The one at Ottawa has a drop of
eleven feet, the one at Marseilles tv/elve feet and the one at Morris
about ten fset. This makes 33 feet in all and if the water is raised
to this height at Ottav/a then the water levelwill bethe same back as
far as Morris Illinois. This development is one that is termed a low head
installation at the same time the head is not so low that a drop of two
or three feet in the height of th'^ water will cause trouble. The reservoi
that can be had due to this head is nearly 35 miles long and about ,.3 of
a mile wide. The nature of the river bottom is rather marshy corapesed
of wet sandy soil. However there are places which will be flooded that
contain very expensive land. These lands are being used foi- farming and
the cost of this ground and the small islands that will be flooded is
going to be one of the biggest items of expense. Of all the land that
will be over-flowed it might be v/ell to metion that .2 of it will be
worth about
-$200.00 and acre. The goverment however listed it at 'SlOO.OO
in 1903. The rest is valued about $125.00 and ac>'e, but the goverment
said that this could be bought for $50.00 an acre. This data was obtained
from the United States Argiy Engineers who reported on the cost of the
deep v/ater v/ay proposition.
The elevation of Ottawa is 48.538 feet below the Hennepin dattra
and 103.656 feet below the Chicago datum. The distance from the main

source of the river to its mouth is four-]iundred and fifty miles. This
takes into account just the main river and does not include its tributaries.
The necessary data for the development of this plant was obtained
from the United States Goverment, The topography as shovm on page #3a
which they s^nd out shows that a dam can be placed at the purposed site
and the river raised to a height of 33 fe-t. The land that will be rend-
ered useless is about seven and fifty one hundredths square miles. This
estimate is as exact as possible considering the fact that no specific
data has been taken on the project and that this cost dertermines to a
great extent wether the installation rill pay or not. In order to get very
exact results it would be necessary to have a very complete survey of the
ground flooded. It wou^ d be necessary to study the condition of the rround
and find v.'here it would be possible to place small retaining vmlls
instead of flooding large areas of land. The assumption that the United
States enginners made was that land could be bought for $100. no an acre
and if this is true it can be used for a basis and the total overflow
land would boat $481,000.00. This estimate is very low however and the
cost will be based on costs obtained from the McKinley System on land that
was bought for r^c- Marseilles plant. As to the islands some of then would
be entirely submerged when the river is raisec but will affect the banks
very little.
The present development will in no way int-r>rfere with the work of
the deep water way proposal. It would rather help things and the goverment
would have all to gain and nothing to lose.because of this installation*
The present installation of the McKinley people at Marseilles
however must be moved down the river to the proposed site. Some of the
machinery can be used in the nev plant and part of it will have to be
sold to plants operating under an eleven foot head. It is very possible



that the 2500 kilo-v/att unit outfit that is being used can be so arranged
as to be installed as an exciter for one of the large generators at the
new plant. At least the turbines could be used, the only difference
being that they would operate at a higher speed. The idea for the moving
of the old plant is that it has an auxiliary steam plant in connection v:ith
it and of course this makes it very expensive. At the times of the year
when the river is lov^ and the sxapply of the river is not great enough
to operate, the steam povrer is used. Now the new plant will not have to have
an auxiliary steam plant,because an extra unit v^ill be installed so that
during the heavy load iid the vrinter time it will be put into use, but during
the light load months that come in the summer it can stand idle or be used
as a reserve unit.
The location of this plant at this site has many points in its
favor;
1st, At this postion in the river the shortest dam can be utilized. This
is a great saving in the expense and time. There are high bluffs on each
side of the river and this gives good conditions for anchoring the dam.
The bluffs are composed of rather hard sandstone and there will be very
little possibiltj'' of the v;-ater leaking by,under the pressure exerted
by the head of 5^ feet.
2nd, -^hfe water power has to be utilized where it can be had. By this is
meant the plant has to be located v/here the required head can be obtained
and at the sarie time not floodtoo much valuable land. It is possible in
many cases to conduct the water to the plant thru penstocks but this is
very expensive first in installation and in up keep. In a fairly level
country such as this the penstack proposition is one that is entirely
out of the question because it is impossible to gain any head by their
installation,
3rd. The geological conditions of theground at this location are of great

value i'-i construction. 411 the gravel that is ne-^ded for the job can be ob-
tain-^d directly from th?^ bed of the river. It is of the tj'pe that makes
good concrete ,because it has sharp edges and is of uniform size. At
Marseilles all the crushed stone that v;ill be ne.-^ded can be had very cheap.
It is a very good quality limestone. This can be transported to the job
by railroads at very little expense. One of the other satisfactory things
in this development is that a good foundation can be had. ^/ithin four feet
of the nresent bottom of the river the-e is a bed of hard sandstone.
Directly below this is a firm resting place for the dam on a bed ^ock
foundation. By excavating down to this bed rock a very strong anchorage
for the dam can be obtained. This of course is the one of the most impor-
tant points in the design and it is very seldom that there are not some
bad conditions to be met v.^ith before the v:ork is completed. Prom the existin^^
conditions there v/ill be very little trouble in the work and therefore it
^
should be completed at very lovr cost,
4th. The rainfall in this part of the country is very constant for each
year, that is, it has it lov; v/ater and its high water periods just about
the sane time each year, and the conditions that are to be met can he
prepared for. Radical changes are not apt to come about, and this is a thing
that can not be said for other sections of the country.
The evaporation in this part of the country is rather excessive
during the year.Later the evaporation v;ill be calculated theorically
and then this result v/ill be compared with that of the actual results betv'een
the years 1884 and 1904.
Calculation for Evaporation.
By moans of Vermueles formulae, E "(15.5 .16R)(.5T -1.48)^21.5 in.
Taera,
T=is the mean annual temperatuee in degrees P, 50°.
IRsis the annual rainfall in inch-^s 35.2 inches.
Then 35.2 — 21.5= 13.7 inches or the annual runoff from this teiTitory,



aRainfall,
At Otta'.va Illinois the goverment has kept a station for several
years. The gage height of ths riyf^r has been recorded .-^hereby gining the
calculations for discharge. If the cross sectional area of the river is
known then the discharge and the velocity can be calculated. The
goverment data gives values for the amount of run-off per square mile
nd also the depth of the run-off in inches for the different months of
the year. Thru out this part of the country the mean annual run-off is
from ten to .fifteen inches per year. In the foregoing pages on location
the evaporation of this part of the country was calculated. It vras found
that the annual evaporation v/as about 21.5 inches and that of the runoff
v/as something over 13 inches.
The most extensive data wac taken by the United States in the year
1903. Most of the calculations for this design vrere based on the data ob-
tained during this year. Since the rainfall is practically the same for
all the years that have been recorded, and the climatic conditions have va
ied but little, there is no reason why the assumptions that are made here
are not good for all the years to come. Prom these reports the hyirograph
can be dravm for the year of 1903, and other curves can be drawn that will
enable us to get the discharge for any gage height. Also a curve can be
plotted that will shov/ the output of the river in kilo-watts for the diff-
erant months of the jrear. Prom the reoorts it is found that the minimum
amount of water that has ever flowed by this section is 6700 cubic feet
per second. or if this condition should ever occur again, it must be looked
out for and the plant constructed to meet this. Since th^ drainage
district plant was installed the minimiim flow is nearly 10,000 cubic f^et
second the ye^r around. On page #T is shown some of tfte data that was
taken form the deep water v/ay papers.
i
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It is v/ell to state here that the reports of the gOvement are made up
with exterene accuracy and all the data v/as tahen by nethods that are the
best known. On page ,f7a there is a profile vx&vr of the bed in the Illinois
river.
Bata,
Year Jan. Feb. «:ar. Apr, May. Jun. July. Aug. Seo. Oct. Nov, Dec, Annual.
1900 1.60 4.53 2.91 1.53 5.60 1.96 4.53 7. -^4 ?.r>6 3 iq ^1 37 37
1901 1.75 2.10 3.51 ..66 2.15 2.67 5.47 .81 3.20 .*91 l.*49 2*09 26*77
1902 .63 1.41 4.89 2.55 5.64 10.5 10.4 4.40 6,67 1.87 4.29 ?'*01 55*45
1903 1.13 2.35 3.10 5.08 4.19 3.78 1.94 4.90 6.03 1.43 46 1*91 36*30
1904 2.54 1.80 4.87 3.93 3.00 1.89 5.14 .'.58 3.27 .''6 !o8 l!86 ' 5-^' 00
1905 1.30 1.93 2.09 5.15 3.68 3.39 1.69 4.12 2.13 1 87 2 01 1 70 31*05
1906 2.07 2.26 2.02 1.63 2.87 2.64 1.45 4.57 5.09 l*'''^
^' 1*'''' ^9*18
1907 5.25 .15 2.55 2.69 4.84 2.50 6.92 4.49 4.94 1.00 l!96 1.70 39*08
1908 .36 1.53 3.87 3.49 8.17 ".77 3.05 2.03 .35 .65 1.76 ,99 28154
Average snow-fall for 19 years, at Ottawa,
19 yrs.S.O 8.9 4.5 ,4 T T 2.3 3.8
Mean temperature at Ottawa for 22 yea-s.
24 24.4 37 50.6 61.4 70.9 75.2 72.2 65.4 53.2 39 29.2
Lowest temperature at Ottawa for 21 years.
-26
-24
-2 12 24 37 42 42 26 13 -4 -14
^7.9
50
-26
Highest temperature at Ottawa for 21 ^^ears.
65 65 83 92 99 103 112 103' 102 90 75 64 112
The yearly rainfall is one of the most important items in the
development of a hydro-electric plant. The rain fall of course controls
the yearly runoff and the discharge of the river. Data for the rainfall
in the years of 1900,1903 and 1908. The curve that is drawn for the year
1903 is the one that will be used in calculations. The maxim.un rainfall
comes in the months of June and July. At this time very heavy floods
are apt to occur. It would seem that the river would be at its highest
inthe fall of the year but thru
-it all the records that have been taker
this is not the case. However the river comes up to the same height
in the fall that it does in the foregoing months but this lasts p.nly
for a few hours. In June 1902,10.51 inches of rain was recorded ,while
for the same month 1905 only 3.39 inches of rain fell. It may also be
noted that for the year 1902 in June the greatest amount of rain fell



that has heen recorded in the last tv/enty-five years. This vfai: a 3'ear
of great floods thru out the United J^tates and of course this f^ives a
condition that must be taken into account in case it should again come
after the plant had been installed. The annual rainfall for the year
1902 was 55.45 inches. This is ab ut ?0 inches more than falls in the
average year. The next highest came in 1907 when 39.08 inches was record-
ed. The minimujp. rainfall comes in October, the lowest amount being noted
in 1904,when only .''6 inches fell.
In case of such a design the ca-acity of the reservoir is some-
thing that has to be carefully considered. The volume of water that
passes the section of the river where the dam is tc be located is
limited between 6700 cubic feet per second and 47000 cubic feet per
second. This of course is dependent on the timp of the year,but the
variation of the river is rather great in the spring time owing to the
heavy rains and the melting snow. The maximum flow of 47000 cubic feet
per second only comes the the months of March and April. The average
for the rest of the year is about 11,000 cubic feet per second. The
hydrograph shown on page 8a will give the relative discharges for the
different times in the year. It is well to mention here that the minimum
flow of 10,000 cubic feet per second is the factor that determines the
size of the development. Of course before the drainage canal vms in
operation the minimum flow 'as 6766 cubic feet but the water is let in
from Lake Michigan and the amount that flows past Lockport has this
minimum value of 10,000 cabic feet per second. I^ will be possible to
operate the plant for four hours under full load conditions when water
is stored up with a very slight decrease in the head.
The data that is supplied for this district are a fair example
of conditions that exist thru out other parts of the country that are
in the central part of the United States. The conditions that exist for
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this development hold true for the hj'-dro electric plants are Lockport
and Ksokiik. By thin is meant the climatic conditions.
There is one thing that makes it possible to operate the plant
rather efficiently, and that is the fact that in the summer time when
the load on the system is light there is a minimum flow of water and
in the winter time v^hen the load is heavy then there is a m.aximiim
flow of water. This m.akes it possible to carry all the peak loads vrith
safety and at no time in the year will there have to be an excessive
storing used.

10.
Volume of Vfater,
The gage height at Ottawa is measurecl in reference to the Hennipin
datum and it varied from -119 feet to -130 feet in 1903. This is a
change of 11 feet which is not very much for a river of this si?.e. A
table is shovm below that gives the discharges for the river at this
point for the various gage heights, from—119 to -1^0,
Feet
-130.0
-129.9
-l.?9.8
-l''9.7
-129.6
^129.5
-129.4
-129.3
-129.2
-129.1
-129.0
-128.9
-128.8
-128.7
-l''8.6
-128.5
-128,4
The raaxiiTiuni and the mininiirn rainfall comes in the months of
March and August respectively ,altho the river discharges do not come
at these times because the water evaporates more readily in these
months
.
The next thing that has to be taken into account is the run-off
per square mile. Knowing the discharge of the river the amount of run-
off for each mile can be calculated. On the next page is shown the run-
off in second feet per square mile of territory drained, for the
sucessive months in tftte year of 1903. Also the depth in inches for the
various months. By this it is possible to calculate the run-off for the
Hating table for the Illinoxs River.
Discharge (j-agB Discharge Gage Discharge
k»econci r u. reet J^econd Ft. Feet Second Ft.
— l/^O . o 10820
-l''5.2 "1890
-128.
2
11105
-125.0
714 S
—x /.o .x
-124.8 23530
.
7355
-128.0 11690
-l''4.6 24350
7570
-127.8 12295
-l''4.4 25170
7790
-127.6 129'?0
-124.2 25990
8015
-127.4 13565
-124.0 26810
8245
-127.2 14^30
-125.5 28860
8480
-127.0 149''0
-123.0 30910
8720
-l-'P.S 15620 •122.5 32960
8965
-126.6 16340
-122.0 35010
9215
-126.4 17080
-121.5 37060
9470
-126.2 17840
-121.0 59110
9730
-126.0 18620
-120.5 41160
9995
-125.8 19430 *120.0 43210
10265
-125.6 ''0260
-119.5 45000
10540
-125.4 21070
-119.0 47310
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entire year,v.rhich was approximately 15 inches. During the year of 1905
the average run-off was .88 cubic feet per square mile
.
Also note
that the raaxiTtuim came in March and the minimum came in July.
Year of 190)3.
Discharge in second feet. Pun-off.
Month Maximum " Minimum Mean ?3econd ft,per sq. mi. Depth
March 41,775 15,620 30,
m
2.98 2.33
April 46,900 15,800 25,589 2.54 2.83
May 15,270 6 , 840 10,700 1.06 1.''2
June 16,710 7,465 10,419 1.03 1.15
July 11,990 7,570 8,657 .86 .99
Augiist 10,540 7,570 8,922 .88 1.01
Sept, 26 ,400 6,740 12,106 1.20 1.34
October 12,760 9,995 11,015 1.09 1.26
Nov, 9,860 7,790 8,72'' .86 1.54
Dec, 17,460 8,600 13,563 • 1.34 .96
The run-off is very high in this part of the country in comparsion
with other sections of the United States. The one main reason being that
there is a more ccmplete net work of am.all streams .which take the water
before it has a chance to sink into the ground. A" fair estimate for the
amount of run-off is about .2 to .3 of the annual rainfall. These figures
hold for most parts of the United States,but they are a little low in
the Illinois River basin. The annual run-off seems to be nearer ,4 than
,3 and this is placing it rather low. Of this discharge about one-half
of the water power available can be used.
Since there are no other rivers that compare very favorably
-jvith
the Illinois river in size, and of similar location, it is rather hard
to make any comparisions as to the relative conditions in other streams.

Th3 Ohio river is probably the only one that is flov.'ing under similar
conditions. While the mmber of snail streams that emoty into the ^hio
are not as great, at the sam«» time the river has practically the same
supply at its source. The variance of the flow seems to be just about
the same, and the velocity'- of the rivers are nearly indentical for
different periods of the year.
The next thing that is of importance is the methods that y^ould be
used in the office for computing the run-off of a stream. Assuming that
the bed and banks of the Illinois river are permanent , then the first
thing to do is determine the rating curve. This curve shoves the run-
off for all stages of the stream, also one that shcv/s the gage height
and the velocity in feet per second,and lastly the relation between the
gage height and the cross sectional area of the stream. Prom these curve
it is seen that the discharge ,mean velocity and the sectional area is
a function of the gage heights. Since the discharge is the product of
the tv;o factors area and velocity, and since a change in either vrill
produce a corresponding change in the discharge , the curves are plotted
in order to study each independently of the other.
The area curve is found by taking soundings at the section in
the river, that is being studied,and these should extend as far as the
high water mark.
The form of the velocity curve depends on such things as the slope
of the river and the roughness of the bed. It may be either concave or
convex to the axis, and in some cases is a straight line. It is also poss-
ible to have a combination of the thr-^e conditions. The slope of the
river as given out by the goverment and other data that is necessary in
the calculation for the discharge is as follov--s;
niope 1 : 8*^000
H3'-drauIic radius 12..30
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'^"
"f* 1^ ( ^ f> v» 1 m 1^ ^ ^L ot- L ju '^x.ncT U/*^r 550 feet.
Coefficient of discharge 117.
Mean velocity 1.43 feet ner re^^ond.
Area of section 6,764 square feet.
Di s charge 9,672 cubic feet/second.
Nov; by means of Kutters formulae v/hich is.
v =
"the daG cha r can be Dbtained without the data that has been taken by
the pnfe re'adin.'^n . At all times of the year by using the above theorical
formmlae the discharge of the river can be found and the conditions
that are to be met can bs prepared for. Berloi'f is some of the data used
in the design of this plant.
Data.
Date
iyoo
Gage Cross Section Mean Velocity Discharge.
inay o . .',0 4221 2.09 8805
9 3.55 4410 2.23 9833
11 3.-74 4508 2.24 9955
12 3.45 4337 2.27 9415
AprlS 4,33 4897 2.39 11745
12 4.38 4940 2.33 11803
'>5 4.52 4998 2.67 13343
-^3 4. 63 5106 2.57 13133
17 4.65 5119 2.61 13172
12 4.70 5124 2.67 13678
• IS 5.10 5355 2.66 14205
21 5.20 5488 2.74 14992
11 5.30 5531 2.67 14614
18 5.68 5773 2.88 16599
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Conditions at Ottavra in 1303.
Area of section. wean vel
1 QO"
Mn y. DUxiXL • D DOU ooi r 4.53
bUU 3.71
/ipr, .CO OXU 5001 3.67
lady • X .-^ 0001 3.32
Till Q / QPl
^oU 2847 2.65
AUg. .CO ooU 2924 2.62
Oc tJ • <C0 3.35
Off 1 P DOO "Iffnn 3.75
U V « J. .
,
0090 2.88
i-/w ^ « X ^ 1 .54
Mar. 30 1.56
Apr. 2 750 10990 4.96
Apr. 17 626 5164 3.62
Apr. 25 65? 6136 4.20
Majr. 2 608 4775 3.90
May. 19 541 3583 2.84
Gage. Discharge,
122.98
126.25
126,07
128.42
129.54
129.57
128.35
127.38
129.01
126.42
118.3
117.3
125.4
123.9
125.8
128.1
30880
17570
18340
11620
7541
7668
11590
13540
8898
6S''2
46560
5''- 470
18720
25920
13610
10340
Mean Daily Gage Heifht in fpet on Illir.oiG ^dver ,Ott;v,va.
L>ay till Q v% A -Hiviar, Apr. May.
1 1 Oct Q
± <. 1 , .d
rrO 1 .^w .
4 1 26 .
6
Tor? A1 27,4
5 126.1 127.5
6 125.4 127.7
7 125.' 128.0
3 125.7 128.2
9 125.8 128.3
10 126.6 128.3
11 120,3 124.6 1^9.4
12 120.9 121.9 128.4
13 121.6 121.6 128.4
14 121.7 1^0.4 128.6
15 l'a.9 119.0 128.7
16 122.5 119.4 128.8
17 122.9 120.3 129.0
18 1'^" C'X'^'^ 129.0
19 123.5 122,0 129.1
20 121.4 122,6 129.1
21 120.7 123.3 129.1
22 122.1 124.0 129.9
23 122,7 124.5 128.9
24 123.3 125.1 128.8
25 124,2 125,4 128.6
26 124.6 125,7 l''8.5
27 125.0 l''5.9 128,3
28 125.2 126.1 128.0
29 125.6 126.3 128.0
30 l':6.6 126.6 127.7
31 126,8
Jun,
127.5
127.6
128.0
128.0
127.5
126.5
126.5
126.8
127.2
127.6
128.0
128,3
128.5
128.7
129.0
129,0
129.4
l."9,l
129,0
129.0
129.1
129.2
129.1
129.1
129.2
129,3
129.4
129.4
129.5
129.6
Jul
,
129.6
129.6
129.6
1*^9.5
129.5
129,5
129,5
129.5
129.4
129.3
129,0
129,0
129.1
129.2
129.2
129.2
129.3
127.9
128.1
128.5
128.5
129.1
129.2
129.3
129.3
1 29 .
3
129.4
12.;.
4
129.3
129.0
129.0
Aug.
122.0
129.0
129.1
129.1
128.8
128.5
128,3
128.5
l'^8.8
l''8.9
129.0
129.1
129.2
129.3
129.1
128.6
128.8
129.1
129.2
129.3
129.3
l'!9.5
1-^9.5
129.6
129.5
129.4
129.2
128.6
128.7
l'^8.7
128.8
Sep.
128.9
129.0
129.2
129.2
129.3
129.3
129.3
129.9
129.4
128.6
128.0
128.3
128.5
128.5
125.4
124.0
124.7
125.8
126.8
126.8
l''7.3
127.5
127.8
128.0
l''8.5
1:^8.4
128.5
128.4
128.7
128.6
Oct.
128.6
128.6
128,6
127.9
1^8.1
128.1
127.7
127.6
127.7
127.8
127.9
128'.
128.1
I'^S.l
12.8.1
128.2
128.2
128.3
128.2
128.2
128.2
128.3
128.4
128.4
128.5
128.5
128.5
128.5
l'^8.6
1 28 .
6
128.6
Nov
.
128.6
128.6
128.7
128.8
128.8
128.
S
128.9
129.0
129.1
129.1
129.1
1:^9.1
129.1
129.2
l'^9.3
129.3
129.4
129.3
129.*^
129.3
129.2
129.1
129.1
128,7
128.7
129.0
129,4
129.2
1*^9.2
129,1
Dec.
129.0
129,0
129.0
129.0
129.1
128.9
128.3
127,8
128.2
128.0
127.0
126.3
l''6.5
126.7
126.4
127.3
126.7
127,0
127,1
127,1
126.8
l'^7.4
126.7
126.6
126.7
126.9
127.0
127.2
127.2
127.8
127.2
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Reservoir,
The great advantaga in this development is the reservoir that is
to be used in storing up energjr during the dry seasons of the year. This
is 35 miles long and on an average .3 miles vride. The area being 10.5
square miles. TTnen the water is raised to a height of 33 feet at Ottawa
then the average depth of the river will be 25 feet. This depth will be
very useful in navigation and v^ill enable the tovms wit^-i-- this district
to have unlimited water supply. '
As to the capacity of the pond it might be stated that it v/ill
contain approximately,
10.5 X 5280^x 25 = 7,350,000,000 cubic feet of water,
or
7,350,000,000 X ™— = 56,000,0no,00n gallons.
107
This capacity will carry the maximum lond on the plant for four hours,
considering that no v/ater is fed in from the point above Morris.
Assuming that all the water is to go thru the turbines and that' this
quanity is 6,700 cubic feet per second or 40?, 000 crihic. feet per minute,
in four hours,
402000 X 60x 4 = 98,000,000 cubic feet would be iised.
The area from vihich this v;ater is dravm is 10.5 square miles,
10.5 X 5280'= 555,000,000 square feet in the reservoir,
98,000,000
—
_
—
— .1765 feet or the amount of head that would be
555,000,002
lost during the full load carrying conditions for four hours. This drop
is neglible rith thaf for which the regulators will operate. Prom the
capacity of the reservoir it is seen that a great quanity of water can be
fed into the pond without raising the height to any great extent.
The governors that will be installed for this plant will correct
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for a variation in head from 26 feet to 35 feet. Since it will be possible
to regulate the head by the discharge over the spill-v.-ays there will be no
trouble whatever in keeping within the above limits. By adjusting the gates
alone it will be possible to keep the head within the limits of 32 feet
and 34 feet.
The land that is over-flowed by this reservoir is one of the biggest
items of expense that will have to be dealt with. It will be possible to
buy it for about $150,00 an acre. V/hile some of this land is rather '
expensive still there are other portions of it that rill be obtained for
almost nothing. This land when thought of in comparsion with other land
that lies adjacent to it is very inexpensive. If the head was to be raised
10 feet more it would over flow ground that would be worth as high as
|400,00 an acre.
There are several islands that will be partly submerged with the
raising of the water level. The land is very good in the production of
crops but over flows very easily and the farmers at times loose their
product. This land however is higher than other land .that has been
bou^t for such purposes. In the western part of the United States it is
possible to get land for .$5.00 an acre when used for over flow territory..
Of course it is very rough and of little value for any other purpose.
Estimate of the cost of over-flow land, in the Pox River valley,
8 miles, .1 mile wide
.8 square miles 512 acres.
512 acres Q 3150.00 an acre comes to S75,7v00.00
Estimate of the cost of over-flow land in the Illinois River,
4 miles .05 of a mile wide .2 square miles 128 acres,
11 miles ,1 of a mile wide 1,1 square miles
, 704 acres,
.15 miles .75 of a mile v/ide ,1125 square miles 72 acres.
14 miles .1 of a mile v/ide 1.4 square miles 895 acres.

14 miles .15 of a mile vride ? .1 square mil-»s 1345 acres,
6 miles .05 of a mile \yide .3 square miles 192 acres,
6 miles . ?5 of a mile vride 1.5 square miles 960 acr-^s.
4296 acres.
?497 acres $200.00 an acre $499,400.00.
72 acres G s<j250.00 an acre 18,500.00.
1599 acres Q $100,00 an acre 159,900.00,
128 acres
, © 3 75.00 an acre 9,600.00,
Illinois rJiver land cost $687,400,00.
Pox River land cost 76,700.00.
Grand total for all the over flow land *764,100.00.
This cost includes all the over-flow land and places the price
per acre that was obtained from the people in the various localities.
In this cost hov/ever the noving of onn --^iio of ^-ailroad track has
not been taken into account and also moving some dv^ellings. The increasing
of the length of several high vtrj bridges has been left out.
Approximate estimate of movinr- dwellings on the ove^---^"" n- land.
About 15 houses on the flooded ground that are wotth $800,00 each, not
including the land that goes with them. These are located at Ottawa in the
river bottoms, 112,000.00.
At Dayton there are three buildings that will be removed and the
compensation for these is $400.00 each, 1,200.00,
At Marseilles thero are two houses and one small store that will "bp damaged
by the rise in the water level and the money allowed will be #300.00
for each house and 3?00.00 for the store. There are two other small
buildings that are not used for anything and v,dll not be included in this
cost,but are put in the cost of the land. 800.00.
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At Morris which is at the end of the resorvoir $10 ,000 .CO will have to be
expended :^or the onstruction of retaining walls and ths expense of
moving several small buildings to higher grounds. There is also some earth
work necessarj' on one or two of the small streams and this v/ill amount
to. $1,500,00.
.^11,500,00.
Total cost of compensation for damage done to property S55,500.00,
Cost of moving one raila of Rock Island Track.
The cost of building one mile of tri'-k such as would be put in for
the Rock Island in replacing the damage woiild be ^40,000.00*
The cost of the right of way 12.1 acres G $100,00 1,?10,00.
Total cost for the moving of tracks $41,2l0.00.

Horse Pov/er of River,
The horse power or the kilo-ivatts that can be developed from the
river is the factor that of cuorse clecides the size and the capacity of
the installation. Assumimg; a 33 foot head then the miniiniin flow of the '
river is 6700 cubic feet per second, the horse pow-^r that can be developed
fron this is,
Q = quanity of vrntf^r- in CTibic feet per minute,
H = height of the water fall,
' Vrs v/ei^ht of a cubic foibt of ^?ater.
Then the forrniilae for the horse-power is,
Q X H X V/
Horse-pov/er =————_ ...
33000
The horse that can be developed during the minnura flov of the river is
given,
H.p.= 5222-;-|yj2i=-i_52-, ^.sio h.p.
?5,510 horse-po\7er is equal to 18,700 kilo-v.'-atts.
Since the turbines have 85% efficienoy and the generators 95% efficiency
then the loss in power that co.-ies fuom the water is 19.3^. Then out of
the 18,700 kilo-watts only 15,080 kilo-watts would be available. This value
is for the driest time of the year when tb- peak lead onthe station is
21,000 K.1V. The average day load is 10,000 K.W. and it is seen that it
will be no trouble to store ut onough water to supply the plant for the
peak load the following day. These conditions are the ones that would have
to be net if the Lockport plant had not been installed and were taken up
just to show the possibilty of the larger development when this condition
is present. Since this installation at Lockport the minimum flow of the
river has been 10,000 cubir ^-et second. This is let thru from Lake
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Mxchigan. The horse pover of th? river under the present conditions and
the ones for which the olant was designed is,
H.P.a2Q!:Q.y2j.5:^.3.aO. i 37,500 H.P.
37,500 ho-se-po\'-er is equal to 28,000 kilo-vratts.
Assimine: the efficiency of the machinery to be 75 per cent then the power
that could be obtained is,
28000 x.75= ?1,000 K.1V.
This '?1000 Ki^, then is the minimum power that will ever be obtained from
the river. If at some time thf> plant will have to be enlarged then the .
reservoir will come into use,but at the present time this will not have
tn be us-d. Considering the dry time of the year,and the river developing
21,000 KJV. for the day, then it is possible to supply an av-rapo Ir-:.
19,000 Kjy. for the 18 hours and then a peak load of 52,000 K .17.
21C00 X = 505,000 K.7.H. or the n'lmber of kilo-watt-hour per day.
If the average day load is 19000 K.^. and this lasts for IR hours t^^en,
l90no X 18^ 342,000 K/'^.H. used during the IS hours of operation.
The amount saved during this time then is,
505,000 — 342,000 =163,000 K/'M-I.
Then if th- :.onV lo-^d lo,-^ for six hours the capacity of this load can be
-^ ^^^'^Q
=
-'7 '200 0- the maximum peak load that can be taken off when
6
the full capacity of th^^
-.t is installed, '^ince only 23,000 K.VJ. is to
be used at the present iime then there will be times of the t-ar in the
dry season when a certain amount of water will go to waste over the srdll_
vrays,this valu<=> for this set of conditions is,
27,200 - 23,000= 4200 of energy going to waste over the spillways.
4200 K.'7. co-iverted into the discharge of the rive- in cubic feet oer
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second is,
4200 K.!7. is equal to 5630 H.P. then,
^ 5630 X 33000
^^•Z-—~-- 7--r=l500 cubic feet per second.33x 62,5 X 60
This ic the rater that vyill be ^rasted during; this tine of th" year until
the completed installation in in operation.
During the heavy flov,' periods of the year v^hich come in the spring,
the povrer that can be developed fron the river is shOAvn in the following
calculations
.
Maxinum flov: of river 47000 cubic feet per second, then,
33,000
176,000 H.P. is equal to 131,0.00 K.^/. Again assuming that the machinery
is 75% efficient then the
-oov/er obtained from the river is,
176,000 X .75^ 132,000 II. P. or 98,5'-^0 K."7. that could be supplied if this
flov would last. These conditions of course only last for a few daj^s at a
time and it is at that period that the high water exists and in a rr^at
many cases it will be necessary to open up all the gates to let the
discharge by. The dam will be designed however so that only about three
fourths of the gates need be onened at flood times. This is because the'
dam is very wide and it will be calculated for the most extra.-.a ca.soo.
The velocity of the water on the tail-race is to be 5 fest ps.- second
which is a rather high current in a ri:^er of this size. In all probablities
it will have to be dredged out and this will cost a great deal of money.
The river at present is very sluggish at thin point and the velocity is
not great enough to carry off the water if this was not done.

The DaiD.
In considering; this dan it vrill be possible to f^ive results that
have been taken from good authorities.^nd the following explanation v.dll
be needed,
A road way is to be constructed over the dam when it finished
and the top part of the dam v/ill have to be designed for this. This is
to be used for the operation of electric earn from one side of th'? river
to the other. If will be possible to lay a road bed on the too if the width
is about seven feet, and therefore this dimension rill be used. The rest
of the dimensions for the construction comes thru the use of empirical
formulae that was obtained from some well known books on the design of
dams
.
The foundation is one of the most essential things that comes in
to the fi-st general surve^r of the dam. At the point which the development
will be located the river has bluffs on each' sid? of it rising to a height
of 75 to 80 feet. This will give the shortest dam that it would be possible
to construct any?;here in the river. The bed of the ri-er is made up of
gravel and sandstone which is a typical foundation for the tov,n of Ottawa.
Under this bed of sandstone there is a bed of hardpan or bed rock.However
it win not be necessn-y to go as deep as the bed rock because the sand-
stone will give a good foundation for the dam.
The next thing that is of importance is the head that the daj'i will
have to. hold. Since the -.vnrnre cVnth of the water in the river is about
8 feet, then, it is seen at once that to give an elevation of the head above
the tail water of 35feet the daci will have to be at least 41 feet high.
New there must be add«d in the foundation height which will be ahout 5
feet. Also the dam should rise about 7 or 8 feet above the surface of the
water. Then in all the dam will be nearly 50 feet high, from the bed to

the roadway. The calculations for these things v/ill he tal^en up later.-
The center of gravity, the over turning monent and the sliding force
must be determined. In these calciilations the excessive stresees such
as flood conditions and heavy storms,will have to be allov/ed for.
- The grnvel is to be obtained directly from the bed of the river.
It will not be necessary to go over tvro miles to get the required crushed
rock that is needed. The cement can be obtained from one of the Portland
cement works which is located between Ottawa and La^alle. This gives
-
ideal conditions for getting materials when needed also having it on the
job at the right times. The Tainter gates that arc to be used will be
bought of , son'- ^i---i that is close at hand so that freight charges will
not be excessive and also the gates when shipped can be handled in one
piece and this will save the time of assembling them on the job. The
accessories such as the lifting devices for the gates and the hardware
can verir likely be purchased close by. The cost of the materials was
obtained directly from the company.
Calculations for the Dam,
Data shows that the best results in former construction for the
dimensions of the crest should be obtained from the -Pollo-'ing fohnulae,
Width of the crest in feet
, ( 4.0
-f- 0.7 H ) s 7.15 feet,
vrhere P. 33 feet or the head of water that is to be used.
The height of the dnm above the Hater level is determ.ined from
this equation, of Van Schon,
Height of the dam above the water ( 1.8 .5 H 4.05 feet.
The up stream side of the dam is vertical and the dovm stream side is in
the form of a parabola.

Usually the base of the dam is taken as .8 of the head of rater
which it is holding back, the ridth of the top is t'lken ,2 of the
head. The over turninf; moment here is rather large and the base firp-ures
out to be 30 foot.
Head of v;ater
."^3 feet.
Ponndation height 5 feet.
Average depth of river 8 feet.
Height of roadway bed 4 feet.
Space between roadv/ay and water 3 feet.
Total height of the dam 53 faet.
The above data was obtained by the use of Coventry's empirical
formulae and is subject to alterations regarding exsisting conditions.
Constants that were used in calculations.
Specific gravity of concrete r','?5 to'^.5
^Veight of concrete 140 to 150 pounds per cubic foot.
Coefficient of friction between masonary and dry clajr ,510,
Coefficient of friction betv/er;n rnasonary
-•n.^ -ret clay ,325,
Calculations for the Center of Gravity,
It will be necessary to divide the dam up into tvo sections. The
spillway is to be considered as one section and the piers of the spillv.rays
the other section. The? center of gravity is to be found grahpically.
Get each section into an equivalent trapazoid. Then the centers of
these two sections are found and the resultant of these two centers will
give th« center of gravity of the dam. By equivalent traonzoid is meant,
one that will most nearly fit the outside dimensions of the section.
Considering the spillway first; Given the figure ADEB, Draw lines con-
necting DB and KA. Call the intersection of these two lines L,Now lay
off on the line /lE the distance LE from A. Call this lenght AJ, Draw a

o

line from J to D,ancl bisect this line. Fron the bisection Q draw the line
to B. Then one third of this distance from Q to B will c^ve the center
of £:ravity of that section. Lines are drawn in the horizontal and the
vertical planes from the two points that v/ere determined bjr the foregoing
methods. Draw medians of the triangle and the point where they intersect
gives the true^ center of the dam. This only gives approximately results
but they are close enough to ansv'er th'^ purpose,
HesTilts,
Considering the vertical side of the dam as the Y axis and the
horizontal side as the X axis, then t-:e center of gravity can be refered
to as,
X - 10.0 feet.
Y=19,5 feet.
This means that the center is located 10.^ feet from the Jrig-'" ' ^.he ver-
tical line and that the height afeove the base is 19,5 feet,.
.
Prom this
the pressure of the water against the dam can be calculated and the rest
of the factors which determine the si^.e of the section can be obtained.
The way in which the over turning moment is obtained is to take moments
about G as a center and this ill give values in footpounds. Then the base
must be of such a dimensi-n it will resist this over turning moment,
and keep the dam in the. -upright position.
The pressure against the up stream face is given by the following
equation
,
P = .433 X H X A v/h-^re A is the a^^ea of the surface
and H is the haad of v/ater above t'^e geometrical center of the body,
P= .433 X 17.5 X 1= 7.6 lbs. per sq. in.
The pressure on one square foot then is 1095 pounds. And on the entire
(iam, P= 7.6x144x1060x33= 38,390,000 pounds.

The slidinf;; force is obtained f-om this empirical formula,
31.25 h^ - 31.25 x 33'^= 33800 lbs, per sq. ft.
This force is the one that resists the moving; of the dam from its foundation.
The pressure that tends to slide the dan alone that of the water and
this force is, 38,390,000 pounds.
The area of the dam at the base is,
A = 35 X 1-6C= 37,000 square foet.
then,
37.000 X 33,800 -1,;?50, 000,000 pounds,
this is force needed to move the dam. dam is then designed v'ith a
safet^r of 20 vith reference to this calculations.
The over turinf^ moment of the dara is p-iven by the formula,
M = -,33 X H X h v^here h is- the le'^'^er arm of the force
acting. M^lOA?. x 33^= 360,000 lb. ft.
The factor of safetjr ar^ainst over turinf^ then is also larre. The
dimensions given here are standard sires for all the dams that have been
constructed n-^ th' s nize. A Ini--^^ safety factor is used no ^^---^ co'-_
3truction will stand any. abno rmal pressures. These pressures can be caused
by heav}'- waves and frost. The frost is the bi^g'^st force and this vrill be
allowed for by expansion joints.
\Then the river stands at 33 feet the gate if v-ide open v;ill allow
v/ater 10 feet deep to flov/ over the spillway. The following dimensions
give the shape of the spillway such that the greatest amount of water
can be discharged over the spillv/ay in the shortest time. The curve
v:hich any fallinr body takes when forced out in a horizontal plane and
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is acted upon by the fo^-ce of r-rnvity, forms a parabola. Tb.p equation of the
oxiwe is,
2
,,
y = 4 ax ,or it is representee' by the line CPT on plate ffoga
The shane of the spillv-a-' will fbllovr directly alon,?; this line since, this
gives just the friction of the concrete against rater, ^nr' lo-^s not allov;
any air pockets to get bet'.veen the dan and the water. Thia is very impor-
tant f')r in sone former dam construction there was a great deal of trouble
due to the v.-ashing away of the foundation of the dam and causing a complete
v/reck. This ivashing av:ay is due to the fact
. that if the down stream side
is vertical ther. the water in falling over the spillvmy forms a suction
chamber between it and the dam, and the air pressure forces the water back
against th-^ base, causing wear on this part. Plate 26a will show the results
taken fron thf^. practical design of the ogee dam which is the standard kind
the goverment installs.
The vertical up stream side is rounded off at the top with a
quarter round. This radius is taken as one third of the dimension C,
The curve CPT is a true -o.^-.nbola and startir~ nt '-^ •'-''--^ ^r->^ntion is
2yr4 ax, hplds until the point Q is reached. This point is taken at the
distance H/4. Prom Q the water is is then deflected into the horizontal
plane and to do this the face of -"h-^ s-iTl.way is rounded off using the
radius R S/?. This gives the face that will discharge the greatest
amount of water ir, the least time. The friction factor here is just the
same as if th« water was flowing in a channel with this concrete ^^^r sides
and bottoir. The discharge from the spillways of the ogee type dam is as
follows, 3
Qs 3,o3 b where b is the v.ddth of the weir in
feet and H is the effective head in feet. Then the discharge for a ten
foot head over this d,^>"i t r-
,
^
Q = 3.o3 X 20 X 10-^080 cubic feet t)er second.
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'.Tiiefi uiit? r ) -L C.I. 1 1 b io uoinp; -lUjv'UU cuuxc tsgx. per second and the river
is at one of its highest stages then 37,000 cobic feet per second v.dll be
discharged over the spillr-ays which will require "^3 tainter Plates fo hp
open,During abnormal floods it ivill be necessary to Open all th? forty
gates and this vill discharge the vate^ that ha
these conditions. This abnormal condition comes about every ten years ac—
cording to the goverrrient reports.
Tabulated results of the calculations on the dam.
Total height of dam from bane to roadway 52 feet.
Head of water it v/ill hold hack 33 feet.
Area of the spillyray ?.00 sq.ft.
V/idth of the top or roadway 7 feet.
^Tidth of the base 30 feet.
Height of the road wav above water level fp»ef
Pi-essure on the up stream side 38.390.000 lbs.
Force that tends to resist sliding 1
,
''SO -000 000 nounds.
Oyer turning moment of the dam 3«r nor; ih -pf
-Radius of Tainter gates 10 feet.
Length of dam 1060 feet.
I'Yxdth of piers between spillways 6 feet.
Height of the foundation 5 fe^t.
Height from base of dam to crest of spillway 37 feet.
58^ mud
Plxcavation for the foundation " 9% gravel 5900 cu. yd.
5Z% sandstone
Concrete .in. the dam 33,850 cu. yd.
Tainter gates 40 .
Total v/eight of dam complete with gates 66,044 tons.
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Cost of T^an and its acecsories.
5900 CM, yd. ^1.50
5890 cu. yd. S $6.00
10600 en. yd. ® $5.00
Irl^O cu. yd. n .^-.^0
1100 cu. yd. © $6.00
Excavation for the foundation
Solid concrete for the base
40 piers each of 2'^.6 cu. yd.
Spillway concrete
Bridge way
Cost of concrete installed
Fcfty Tainter Crates $200.00 each
Installation of the above including acessories
Total cost of gates
T^ailv/aj'- bed over the roadvmy, including the track laying
1060 feet costs
Cost of the concrete construction
Gates
Railroad
Cost of darn comolete
8850
35200
64000
96700
66^0
$211,350.00
8,000.00
10,000.00
$18,000.00
$10,000.00
$211,350.00
18,000.00
10,000.00
'$239,350.00
Cost of the timber.
The timber that vrill. be used in the -^orms for the dar conKtr\iption
will be a dead loss unless it can be sold after it has been used. The
cost of this timber is roughly estimated in this waj''. Enough lumber will
be used to place forms for '^00 feet of thr dam. This v^ill necessitate
about 2,000,000 board feet of lumber , costing sl50.00 per K,then
2000 M X $30.00 -$60,000.00.
Cost of the coffer dam and ice fender.
The coffer dam will be a dead loss also. This will cost about'$4.''5
per foot for a 33 foot head, the data being obtained from Gillette's
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Cost Data book. Then 1060 x -'34 . -^5 e ^»45 ,000.00.
The ice fender will be the protection to the dam v;hen the ice
begins to break up in the s-^ring. This will also stop logs and other
matter that floats down the river. For driving the piling for this fender
it will cost according to the foregoing reference 310,000.00.
The goverment requires that the navigation up this river shall
not be interfered v/ith therefore it will be necessary to build a lock
to lift the boats. This lock v^ill be ''00.ft long and large enough to '
pass the largest boat and is to be installed at a cost of $95,000.00.
Tail-race.
The cost of dredging the tail-race so that the v;ater will have
sx:d?ficient velocity is a big item of expense. The river will hav to be
cleaned of silt and dirt that is aborit th"ee feet deep. In order that
during flood conditions the water will not back up this dredging will
have to cover a nile of the bed. The cost of removing the dirt at 50/
per cubic yard will be,
587,000 cubic yards at 50/s $263,500.00
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The Turbines.
The six turbine units are to be 6500 horse-pov/er each drivinc one
nain generator unit. They are the horizontal type running at 1^4 r.p.m.
and having S1.2 ^ efficiency, at full gate. Each turbine unit is made up
of six snail units opeaating on the sane sh-^t -^to. this is controlled
by a Lombard governor having a rating of 60,000 foot pounds. The governor
vrill keep the speed constant r.dth a variance of head from to 36 feet.
A drav.dng of tvo of the small units that make up the main unit- can
be found on the next page. The total length of the six turbines vrhen they
are coupled in series is about 60 feet. The shaft is 14 inches in diameter
and made from the best nictel steel. The inspection tub^c +^'-'
-i-e shovm
on the plate give, access to the bearings which are three in number.
These bearings are fed by a high pressure oiling system,which keeps nev;
oil alivays around the shaft. The Lombard governor has a shaft that runs
the ftdl lenrth of the turbines. This controls the gates so that the speed
can be held constant.
The foundation is to bo of concrete about 25 feet deep. This has
to be rigid as there are heavy torsional stresses set up in the shaft
and if there is excessive vibration there might be trouble due to the
bearings heating. On the next page is -'-o'-n the curves that v;ere obtained
from tests on the same kind of turbines at Lockport Illinois. This shows
the per cent gate opening plotted against the efficiency at this ooint.
There is also a curve that shows the horee-povrer plotted against the
various gate openings. These tv/o tests were made after the units v;ere ready
for operatioji and show very good operating characteristics. The two turbines
that will (ftrive the exciter units are 7^^^ horse-power each. They run at
249 r.p.m. and at full gate give an efficiency of 82, 5%, This turbine
unit is made up of two units rated at 350 H.P. each and mounted on the
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oarie shaft.
Cost of the Turbines,
Each unit will cost $29 ,"^00 , including the settinr; and the labor, the
cost cones \vp to $35,000. This vfas the price that the Lockport units cost.
Cost of six units, complete $210,000.00.
Cost of the two turbine units 7,000.00.
Total cost of turbinc^s $217,000.00.
Cost of the six Lonbard governors for the large units,
^
Six at $3,000 each 18,000.00.
The above includes the cost of installation for all the machinery and
accessories.
Each turbine unit that drives the main generator v;eighs 90 tons.
The weight of the euciter turbines will be about 10 tons each. The cost
of machinery and installation v/as figured frorr. a;ttu obtaine.' from the
S. Morgan Smith Co. which allows from $12.00 to $15.00 a ton for the work.
One of the main objects in the decision of the size of units and
the ty^e v/as to obtain something that ;7as of standard size thereby saving
money.
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Tovns that are to hs supplied vdth po'.ver.
The present tovms are supplied v;ith power b;'- the McKinley systen
and the id-^a of this installation is to do away v^ith the steam plants, for
poTver can he -ar^o
-uch cheaper in this v-ay. The only thing that is holding
back tho McKinley people from putting in this installation is that there
are several goverment matters to be settled before this can come abotit.
Toms
.
Population. Lighting
Load •
Railwajr ^^treet
Lights
.
Motor
Load
.
Ottawa 10,000 500 M
Marseilles 3,000 150 OU t
Bloomington 40,000 : 1500 500 7^0 X
Peorxa 80,000 3500 1000 1500 1
5,000 250 100 a
Decatur 50,000
.
2500 750 1000
d
Clinton 5,000 250 50
f
Morris ?,000 100 50
r
Springfii^ld 60,000 3000 900 1200
1
i
Champaign 20,000 1500 300 300
B
t
Danville 40,000 '^500 750 750
Total 315,000 15750 4400 5950 7500
Motor load was taken as an average load for two or three
repersentive towns. The total connected on the plant will be 33,600 K.V/.
Good authorities give out the fact that 50 watts per capita is the
usual lighting load for any town and it is rrell to notice that these
figures come out about that way. The load curves for t?fe conditions in
December and June are given on page #33a.
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Electrical,
The load curves show that the load vnrie3 for different times in the
3/ear. In the month of December there is a very much greater demand than the
is in thr? month of June. The peak load in December is about ?7,000 kilo-
watts and this vrill b'^ the quanity that is to decid^^ the capacity of the
plant. In June the peak load calls for 23,000 kiro-vratts. This \frill
then necessitate that some of the units remain idle durinp; the summer
months. Hov/ever this is more economical then it v?-ould be to install An
amxiliary plant for the winter overload.
For practically 9 hours in the day during the v,'inter months there
is a load of 15,000 K.'7. For hours durinp; the day there is apnroximately
10,000 K.V/. being used and for the remaining 9 hours the full capacity
of the station is needed. From the above figures it ;voi;ld seem that units
of 5000 K.^V. capacity would be best. Two units then could carry the 10,000
K.W. load and the third unit could be pa^all^d for the 15,000 K.W. load.
During the peak load all the machanas would have to be used. Also note that
if for any reason there should be one of the machines put out of :J9rvice
during the heavy winter pe' k load the other five units could carry the
load without heating up very much. Each unit v/ould only be ox^erloadecl
8 ^. Howevor thie will be increased when the plant takes on the ma:cimiitn
designed capacity, of 30,000
Th* electrical units that wer-^ choosen for this purpose are,
6 — Creneral Flectric Alternating Current Crenerators ,44-l64-5000-G600,
This means that the number of poles on theP machine is 44, the speed per
minute is 164 revolutions , the capacity of the machine is 5000 kilo-watts
and the voltage that will be generated is 6600 volts. The dra?/ing and the
principle dimensions for this unit can be found on the following page.
The outside dimensions of the generator are ?8'-8* b-"- 19 '-1".
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The foundation if? to be made of solid concrete rhich msts on the srtrrjo
bed rock a^; the dan, The above construction will prevent any vibration.
The diameter of the generator housing is ^S'-ll* and it will rise 16'
-S"
above the floor line. The concrete pit is 7'-.2* deep,and gives good con-
ditions for bringing out- the leads that run to the loF tension oil svdtch.
The main fraane is held by four steel foundation bolts lO'-O" long and
2^j' in diameter, v/ith a plate of steel 1* thick and a foot square. The
bearings are 4'-2'* long and are to be lubricated by a high presnue oil
pump. The hollov/ nickel steel shaft is 11 inches in diameter and is design-
ed with a big safetjr factor.
The follov/ing is the cost of the generators and of their install-
ation.
Cost of one generator 2413+4.69 x kva,
2413 + 4.69 X 5000 $25,863.00,
The cost then of six units is $25,863 x 6 a -$155,000,00, This cost does
not include the accessories,
Excitftr Units,
The two exciter units are direct current and are driven by separate
horizontal turbines. The maciines v/ill run at 249 r.p.m. have a capacity
of 450 kilo-v;atts and deliver 250 volts to the bus bars. Prom this bus
the main units vrill be excited. The remote control v/ill make it possible
to start the machines from the operating room and bring them up to the
required voltage then a Tirrell regulator will be throrm in and this v/ill
keep the voltage constant. In case that either one of these units should
break down v/hen the load was at a maximum there is to be a motor-generator
set that can be put into service. This will have the same capacity as one
of the units. All the exciter units will be connected so that tfeey can
operate in parallel and if one unit is cut out the other two can ccirrj the
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load. A drawing of the exciter unit riving just the principle dimensions
is fovmd on the folloring page.
The s\7itch*iboard panel that is given over to the exciter units
contains one voltmeter and t?/-o ammeters. The voltmeter is arranged so that
it can read the voltage of each machine, and the ammeter is to read the
total current that is being used for excitation purposes. An intergrating
wattmeter will read the consumption of pov/ar taken from these units.
Cost of exciter and the motor~generator set.
Cost of one unit 12.08 x K.Y/. - .383.
l.?.OB X 450 - 383.
For the cost of tv^o machines then the price will be |>10,084.00
For the auxiliary motor-generator set the additional cost of.
Alternating Induction ^ motor cost 115 4.72 x h.p.
116 -1- 4.72 X 71O'$3466,O0.
Cost of the direct current generator f 5, 042, 00
Total cost of motor-generator set $8500.00
Then the total cost for all the e-citer units is^l8, 584. 00.
The floor space neededfor these units is 10 feet x 7 feet. The
foundations for this installation is to be made of solid concrete 10 feet
deep and massive enough to keep down excessive vibrations.
Transformers.
The transformers are to be three phase ,5000 K.V.A. The method of
cooling will be arranged for by letting the water flow thru from the
reservoir out into the tailrace. The low tension side will be delta con-
nected and the high tension side grounded v;ye. The voltage transformation
will be from 6600 to 66000 volts.
The cost of one transformer - .36,300.00.
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The cost then for seven is $47,600,00 An extra transformer is to
be kept on hands so that it can be used to replace any one of the others
that nay burn out.
Oil Switches,
The oil sv/itches v/ill be separate units. There will be six on the
high tension side and six on the lov: tension side. They v/ill be operated
by a snail notor controlled from the renote sv/itch-board roon. In using
both oil sv/itches on the lovr and high tension sides it makes it possible
to have the generator feed thru the Iot; tension bus bars and out to the
transmission line \7ithout having to go thru the transformer that is used
for that units. Also it can be so arranged that the generator and the
transformer can be used as one unit and synchronized on the high tension
bus. This gives a very flexible system v/hich is needed in case of a break
dovm of any unit in the plant.
Cost of the oil switches high tension $10,000.00
Cost of the oil switches low tension $ 5,000.00
Total 115,000.00.
Control of the circuits.
The switching will be accomplished hy means of remote control, Each
generator vn.ll first have its leads brought out thru three series limiting
reactances. Prom these the wires ^vill go thru the disconnecting switches
and then to the oil switches. This oil switch v/ill be operated by a motor
which can be controlled form the sv/itch-board room. Prom the oil switch
the leads v/ill go thru another set of disconnecting sv.'itches and then to
the lov/ tension bus. In having the second set of disconnecting switches
the oil breaker can be workod on at any tine even tho ths lov; tension
bus is alive. Ilov/ever there will also be another disconnecting switch
in the low tension bus v/hich v/ill be called a sectionalizing switch, so
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that the generator can feed right thru tho transformer to the high tension
"bus. On the following page is shown a complete wiring diagram of one of
the main units. There will be three araneters in the set up and thoso
v/ill be connected by the tv;o transfotTmrmethod of measuring curreiat. The
capacity of each mete^ will be from to 200 amperes, A three phase watt-
meter will measure the output of the unit. A power factor meter will de-
note the angle of lag of the current behind the voltage. On the following
page is shown a drawing of the arrangement of the meters on the remote
control board. At the bottom of the panel there will be placed an inter-
grating v/att-meter from which the output of the generator can be rc»ad.
The voltage of each circuit can be read by using the potential plugs and
only one voltmeter will be used ,which will be placed on a swinging arm at
the end of the panels.
General wiring layout of the system.
The wiring diagram of one of the units has been given on one of
the proceeding pages. This gives the descrintion up to the low tension
bus. There are six section of the low tension bus and it is possible to
divide it up and sjmchronize on the high tension side. A diagram of the
principle connections are found on the following page. The leads on leav-
ing the loy/ tension bus go thru a set of disconnecting switches and then
thru the transformer to the high tension bus. The high tension bus is also
sectionalized. There will be two outgoing lines carrying 66000volts, They
will normally operate in parallel but in case of trouble the load can be
shifted from one side to the other. This will enable the company to give
good service and reduce the line loss when the tv/o are in parallel. On the
two outgoing lines will be placed the choke coils and the lightning
arresters,with their charging device. The aluminum cell type of arrester
will be used and will be of 38^00 volt capacity. On One of the follovdng
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pages is a drawing of the arrester and the connections.
The cost of this protection is $20,000,00.
Power House,
The power house will be 235 feet long and GO feet wide. The generator
units will be placed three at one end and three at the other end, T^e exciter
units will be placed in the middle v/ith the auxiliary motor-generator set
in front of them, The switching side of the plant will be constructed in
four stories. The firot floor will contain the reactance coils and the low
tension oil switches, The second floor v.dll hold the transformers. In the
third story the sv/itch l^oard and the high tension switching apparatus v/ill
be stationed, Tic- top floor v,'ill be given over to the lightning protection
and the store rooms,
A fifty ton crane will span the generator room and will be able to
lift any piece of the machinery. This will be electrically operated and will
run the full length of the building. The transformers will be set on small
cars so that in case of trouble they can be disconnected and nm out into
the main room where the crane can lift them. At one end of the station there
will be left space so that a flat car can be backed in and the crane can
load or unload any piece of machinery,
The foundation of the TDOwer house v/ill be made of solid concrete.
In the upper portions reinforced concrete will be used. The transformer
room v/ill be 20 feet x 20 feet and v/ill be divided into r.even sections so
that each section will pro --"^ Je fbrone of the three phase units, 5^ix trans-
formers v;ill always be in use while the seventh v.dll be held in reserve.
Each turbine chamber will be controlled by a gravity gate so that
if any trouble or repairs need be made the pit can be drained hy shutting
the gate. The tail race flumes will be faced with nf^at cement and shaped
so that thdy v/ill give a discharge v/ithout eddy currents.
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Cost of power house.
Excluding the minor calc\ilations as they v/ould reqnire too mnch space
the cost of the power house coines down to this,
26,000 cubic yards of foundation concrete © $6,00 $155,000.00,
v3,015 cubic yards of reinforced concrete Q$10.00 30,150,00.
Building steel ,windo;vs ,1 baarns and otheracc essories 60,000.00,
Total cost of power house $24-6,150,00,
On the following page is shown a sectional view of the power hoiise and
the arrangement of the mrin units and other electrical apparatus.
Transmission line.
The next question that comes up is the transmission of power from
this location. It will be necessary to run a line about 100 miles long
from Ottawa thru to Decatur. The present conditions show that it is imposs-
ible to use pov;er near the plant and the first object of this design v;as
to supply r>o?/er to the McKinley system within a 100 miles of this plant.
This pov;'er is to be used for lighting purposes manily, and some for power
work. However the plant is to furnish current for the street railways in
the various towns mentioned on a preceeding page. All these towns mentioned
v/ill be supplied vdth pov/er and also a few small places v;ill be allov^ed
to tap into the line.
The installation of this transmission line will allow all the towns
in .the central part of Illinois to be given service and the cost of the
upkeep in sereral plants that are operating under steam at present ,v,dll be
eliminated.
The nature of the groTind over v^hich the line will rin is very level.
It will not be neces aj-y for the McKinley people to buy a new right of v^ay
for at the present time they have one from the towns mentioned above.
This will mean a great saving in expense for line construction. The groung
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is the best kind in riich to set poles being a layer of black soil on too
of yellow clay. Another good thing about the ground on v'hich the line ivill
be constructed is that it has good drainage and this -will mean dry land
with very little rot to the pole line.
The right of vray will be alon^, the interurban tracks and therefcre
it will always be an easy matter to get at any trouble on the line. In
coning into the cities where substations are located it vrVl not be necessary
to buy expensive land because the ground is al -eady in u.se. The toTnia are
in most cases not so large that great care has to be taken in the direction
or the parts of town that the line is run th>'u. There will hov^ever be "''^v.^
that vrill limit the line construction as to safety and other minor details.
This line will be double circuit supported on steel towers. On top of tha
tower there is to be a stranded cteel cable run for lightning protec-
tion. On the following page a drawing of one of the towers can be found.
The height of the lowest wire above ground will be 40 feet. This height is
choosen mostly because it is common practice and works very well. The lover
cross arm will be ,?0 feet long and the upper one will be 12 feet long. The
distance between wires is to be 6 feet. The ground wire will be placed 8
'^eet above the upper cross am so that the vertex of an angle of 90 degrees
if put at this point will have lin« extending from it that will include
\1\ the wires. It is said that the ground v:ire will protect all the wires
that are inclosed within this space. The tovrer will be made of struotual
steel, latticed so as to obtain the strength needed. The base will be four
feet square and set in a suitable foundation of concrete. The distance
between towers will be 550 feet as this is the limiting stress that can
safely be p\it on the conductors, that are to be used.
Cost of the steel towers.
Cost of insulators,pin t3!pe six for each Dole S^lJ.Oo
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Cost of the steel and its erection per pole ^<-0,!^0
Cost of the foundation and its installation OSvO.OO
Total cost per pole $122,00,
Then the cost of the transmission for the 100 miles vrill be,
960 towers © $122.00 8117,000.00.
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Rarning cfipacxty.
The following conditions v'>?rn taken fi-on -nnr'' -.^r>-^'^r'^-rrr>r^ rinri these
give the average cost of such a plant, A thro;ig;?i discussion v/as taken up
in the March numher of the A.T.'Fl.?]. by M.E. Cooley in which he relates
the vfirioMf: returns on certain items for the construction of the plant,
T'le contractors profit is to he 10%, There is for the investigation
of the development and 2^ ir, to go to the promoter , The engineering con-
cern Y'il"^ receive 5% for its share of the work. Half of the !non63'' that
will be expended will have to he used up before the job is conpleted and
this is figured at 6% interest. This is considering that it will be two
3''ear5 before the work is connl f + ^^d , l^'^'er
15% is allov;ed for the contractor and tlie engineer.
3%) for the entire amount of money used on the construction.
105^ for contingencies that an ant to c.o^"^e ''n,
,2% for the investigation of the site,
2^ for the promoters -work.
.5f^ for tp.xfis,and .5 % fc^r insurance.
0% for the interest that will be the return on the investment.
Depreciations,
0% for the turbines, generators, svdtchboard,building, etc.
5%> for the transmission line including repairs,
l'^ for obsolescence,
11,0 %> then is the amoimt that will he earned on the investment,. The
operating expenses will add another per cent to this bringing the total
up to 12^,0.' per cent. The cost per kilo-watt of installation is fl^C^OC^
Prom the load curves it is calculated that 10S,?00, 000 vilo-watt-hours
can be sold a year. This gives a cost when including running charges
of / poi' )eilO-v,'att hour. This is thn cost that will set the price
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of pov/ar,
Kelvin's Law.
The power will be distritiited in this way along the line. 30,000 K.W,
will leave the station at 56,000 volts,and will be transmitted 40 miles. At
the forty mile point a load of 8,000 K.W. will be consumed. Then .?2,000 K.W»
will be transmitted for 20 miles. At this point 3500 KU, will be used. The
rest will be sent to Decatur a distance of 40 miles from the last point.
The first section of the line is from Ottawa to the Peoria taps. This cable
will be 250,000 cir-mils , having 9 ohms resistance per wire,and ,57 inches in
diameter. The wire from the Peoria taps to Bloomington is to be § 0000 cable
having a resistance of 5,2 ohms per wire and .523 inches in diameter,
conductors from Blooming ton to Decatur will be § 000 copper cable having
a resistance of 13.'' ohms and ,47 inches in diameter. The lines that are
shoTvn on the map, from the main line to Peoria, and from Decatur to Champaign
and Springfield are all ready installed and the voltage will be reduced to
33,000 volts for these lines.
Section from Ottawa to the Peoria taps, 40 miles,
30,000 k,w. double circuit 1xne , length 217,350 feet, 9 ohms per wire.
Using 250,000 cir-mil cable,19 strands, .57* in dia. 775# per 1000 feet.
Power 1.73 E I cosa, C\xrrent I full load - 154 amperes.
For 4 hours in the day the full load current is flowing and the other ^0
hours only half of this amount.
1542 X 9 i 213000 watts,
77^ X 9 53200 watts.
The I R losses then for one^ year,
213 X 4x365 : 311000 K.H.'T.
53,2 X 20 X 365- 388000 K/V.H.
Total loss z 699000 K.^f.H. Q .45^ tta^OC.OQ

Asouninf^ 8 % interest and depreciation on copper in the lino then,
Cost of the copper for this line per v;ire, ^ .?03,000.00.
775 X ?17.3 X .08 x .?0 - $*?700.00, interest and depreciation on the cost.
2
This makes the cost of coppe - per Jr^ar and the I P Iosggg roarly equal
as the standard sizes of wire will allow.
Section from Peoria taps to Bloonington, 20 miles,
?2,000 .85 P.P. •resistance per wire 5.? ohr.s. Dia. of wire .S^S*
658 § per 1000 feet. Using # 0000 stranded cable.
Loss pe wire in I R for one year ^ |ORC«00.
Interest and depreciation on one wire for a year $ 1140.00.
Cost of six wires for this distance when 1140.00. is Q% ^85,500.00.
Section from Bloomington to ^ecatur, 40 milen.
18,500 K.^'. at .85 P.P. resistance pcj- wire 13.'' ohjns. Dia. of wire .47"
520 # per 1000 feet. Use stranded cable # 000.
7.
Loss per wire in I P for the year <,U^70»00.
Interest and depreciation on one wire for one year olOSO.OO.
Cost of six wires for this distance -hen 1060.00 is 8 % $136,000.^0.
Total cost of copper for the line First section $''03,000.00.
^^'econd section 85,000.00.
Third section 136,000.00.
Total $424,500.00.
3 % sa<^ v:aa allowed thni out the calculations , for the wire.
2
The I P losses for the 3;ear costo
This corapletes the work outlined for this development. The results
obtTiin?^ her» connare very favorable with s^^ime of the best ''eference data,
and I think that ths none3/ allowed for the construction for such a plant
is a fair estimate for this undertaking.

Siimmation of the costs.
Cost of floocied Illinois; valley ,1687,400.00.
Cost of Pox valley land 7f^,700.00.
Movinp: railroad tracks 4-1 , ''10. 00,
Cost of dam ?39,350.00.
Damage to property 25,500.00.
Cost of ice fender 10,000.00.
Cost of goverment locks 95,000.00.
Cost of lumber for forms 60,000,00.
Cost of tail race excavation 263,500.00.
Cost of turbines 217,000.00.
Cost of generators 155,000.00.
Cost of turbine?! governors 18,000.^0.
Cost of exciter units 18,584.00.
Cost of transformers 47,600.00.
Cost of oil switches 15,000.00.
Cost of remote control apparatus 30,000.00.
Ligthning protection 20,000.00.
Cost of power house and details 245,150.00.
Cost of transmission line excluding copper 117,000.00.
Cost of power house ooppor and insulators 125,000.00.
Asamed cost of transmission line copper 500,000.00.
Ground wire 18,400.00.
Contractors share etc, 27.2 % 823,000.^0.
Interest on above amount of money for 2 years Z% 231,000.00.
Total cast $4,079,000.00.
Subtracting $75,500,00 to r-et the triie cost of line 4,003,500.00,
2 ?or)per
I "R losses each /ear^ ra nalor tn era anc\ line
1)4,00 35,50cv»0(i.



